
PFV6428
Foldable Crate

PFV6428

Features and 

advantages

Great folding ratio

Super ergonomic 

handles | with or 

without long side 

handle

Enlarged volume 

for more loading 

capacity

Ergo-lock system, 

soft opening 

prevents injuries 

Excellent Ventilation 

Marking option  

with colored pin

Cross stacking 

ability – for better 

palletization

RFID label

(optional)

Using tracking and automation solutions can provide 

essential information to help customers manage their 

business effectively and save them time and money

Metel detector ready - Ensures no plastic or metal 

debris are embedded in the fresh cut produce



Specifications

Plasgad USA LLC.

933 Meacham Rd. Suite C, Statesville NC 28677 | T. +1 980 223 2197 | F. +1 980-270-1217

DIMENSIONS 

External Dimensions (L / W / H) 23.6 / 15.7 / 11.3 in 600 / 400 / 287 mm

Internal Dimensions (L / W / H) 22 / 14.7 / 10.9 in 560 / 370 / 278 mm

Folded height 1.9 in 48 mm

LOGISTICS

Weight 5.3 lb 2.4 kg 

Usable Volume 16.1 US gallon 61 Liter 

Max. load capacity 55.1 lb 25 kg

Max. Units per Iso Pallet (unfolded) 245

Units per 40' HC container 5,154

Units per Mega truck 6,890

Units per Jumbo truck 7,420

Units per 53' truck 8,100

MATERIAL

Material PP 

Color On request 

Additional information

Temperature Service:  32 to 140°F  |  0 to 60°c Wash:  158°F  |   70°c

Properties UV radiation resistant, guaranteed long life color intensity, food safe

Notes on use

Unfolding Folding

1. Pull up long sides by gripping a handle with each hand

2. Pull short side walls up with the handle until they lock into place

3. Push corners into slots until each tab is engaged

1. Unlock short side walls by lifting the handles  

(lift locks) and fold them down

2. Fold long sides down onto the folded short sides


